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FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2001 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 19 September. 

HON NICK GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Racing and Gaming) [8.15 pm]:  I thank those 
members who spoke in support of the Bill.  In particular, I thank Hon Derrick Tomlinson for his support and his 
observations.  He raised a number of questions and I propose to deal with those issues.  The member may want 
to deal with them further in Committee; if he does, so be it, and I will endeavour to respond as best I can.   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson asked that interesting question: who will be liable?  If the conditions of proposed section 
37 are met, no-one will be liable; that is, if volunteers are acting in good faith under the Fire and Emergency 
Authority of Western Australia Act, it will be the responsibility of the people who suffered the loss to claim from 
their insurance company if they are so insured.  Proposed section 37 sets out those bodies that are exempt from 
liability, which include the Crown, local government, volunteers and the like, and the conditions under which 
they are exempt.   

The next issue raised by Hon Derrick Tomlinson that I wish to comment on was whether there should be 
separate State Emergency Service and Volunteer Marine Rescue Services Acts in the same way we have separate 
Fire Brigades and Bush Fires Acts.  The proposition that is advanced is no: the SES and VMRS are divisions of 
the Fire and Emergency Services Authority and therefore need to be covered under the Fire and Emergency 
Services Authority of Western Australia Act.  The Fire Brigades Act and the Bush Fires Act exist because they 
were developed before the establishment of FESA.  However, those two Acts are due to be reviewed early in 
2004, as is the FESA Act.   

The next question raised was whether the SES units and the VMRS groups lose any autonomy through the 
proposed legislation and whether the legislation formalises the relationship that currently exists with FESA and 
makes FESA generally responsible.  Yes, as a matter of law; therefore, there is a loss of autonomy because they 
are centralised.  However, as a matter of practice, FESA encourages and promotes the retention of local 
autonomy through what I am advised is an approach consistent with that adopted nationally in what is referred to 
as community centred emergency management.  FESA is concerned to include local initiative, and that will 
continue.   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson referred to the Bill amending section 6 of the Act by inserting a new provision which 
provides for the FESA boards of management to have a person who, in the minister’s opinion, represents staff.  I 
am advised that the previous Government approved a Fire and Emergency Services Authority board of 
management with a representative from the State Emergency Service, from the volunteer fire and rescue services 
and from the bush fire brigades, and that a Volunteer Marine Rescue Services representative and a FESA staff 
representative have been attending board meetings as observers in anticipation of the legislation.  I am advised 
that what is contained in this proposal to have someone as a representative of staff is consistent with what was 
being proposed under the previous Government.  This Bill is one that is essentially bipartisan in nature, and has 
been a long time in its development.  It was introduced to this Parliament by Minister Roberts.  However, I am 
able to advise Hon Derrick Tomlinson and the House that the minister’s predecessors, Hon Kevin Prince and 
Hon John Day, have played a role in the development of this legislation; and I am advised that this aspect of the 
legislation is consistent with what was being put forward.  I think the honourable member referred to whether or 
not the person would be a member of a union.  The person may be; it is not mandatory, nor is it a matter of a 
person being excluded.  That would just be an incidental matter. 

Reference was made to proposed sections relating to offences regarding hindering operations, the improper use 
of names and symbols and the impersonation of a member of staff or a volunteer.  I am advised that in the past 
there have been instances in which individuals have impersonated volunteer emergency service personnel and 
that those individuals have been of a sinister nature.  Therefore, it is considered, as a matter of policy, that 
legislation should prohibit such actions and provide for penalties as a disincentive. 

Hon Derrick Tomlinson referred to clause 20, which enables a bush fire liaison officer or a member of the Police 
Force to remove evidence from the land or a building that may prove the origin of a fire, and raised a concern 
about this.  The provision standardises provisions across the Bush Fires Act and the Fire Brigades Act.  The Fire 
Brigades Act provides for the removal of evidence to prove the origin of fire.  I refer to section 34(i) of the Fire 
Brigades Act, which sets out what can take place in that respect. 

Concern was raised about clause 24, which imposes prohibitions on the burning of garden refuse at rubbish tips 
and during limited burning times.  This clause is considered necessary to distinguish between residential burning 
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of garden refuse and burning refuse on a large scale at rubbish tips, and the differences between the types of 
operations need to be reflected in the hazard management requirements. 

Reference was made to clause 30, which inserts a new section 38A and which enables the authority to appoint a 
chief bush fire control officer.  I am advised that this amendment was initiated by local government and is 
considered to be useful in high-risk areas, such as an area that Hon Derrick Tomlinson and I have the honour of 
representing; namely, the Darling escarpment.  The chief bush fire officer in these areas may require greater 
competencies, training and coordination of resources than local governments have available.  FESA would make 
such an appointment only at the request of the local government concerned. 

Reference was made to clause 35, which amends section 48 by repealing it and replacing it with a new section 
that deals with delegation by local governments.  I am advised that FESA has received legal advice 
recommending the removal of section 48 as it was rarely, if ever, utilised.  In addition, the section had the 
potential to cause conflict with and confusion about the fire break provisions in the Bush Fires Act.  The Bush 
Fires Act provides local governments with a number of functions and powers.  However, there was confusion 
about the extent to which matters needed to be dealt with by the local government council or could be dealt with 
by council officers.  The provision mirrors a delegation provision contained in the Local Government Act. 

Clause 39 was also the subject of comment by Hon Derrick Tomlinson.  This clause makes a number of 
amendments with respect to penalties.  The penalties have not been updated for some time, and it is considered, 
as a matter of policy, that these important community safety programs need to be supported with financial 
disincentives for non-compliance. 

I believe Hon Derrick Tomlinson then referred to section 26A being amended by clause 48, which would give 
the authority further powers.  This involves FESA being able to exercise a number of powers that currently are 
not able to be exercised.  Therefore, it is not just restricting the exercise of these powers to matters concerning 
fire but also concerning incidents that may involve, for example, operations concerning hazardous materials and 
the like. 

Reference was made to clauses 60 and 61, which repeal the first and third schedules.  Clause 60 formally repeals 
the first schedule. 

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  These are the first and third schedules of the Fire Brigades Act? 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Yes.  The third schedule prescribes the maximum scale of fees and charges allowed for 
attendance at fires.  It is intended that the charges will, instead, be prescribed in the regulations.  It is the sort of 
thing that is considered more appropriate to be dealt with by regulation, so that it can be brought up to date 
regularly rather than, as we know, having to go through Parliament.  Of course, the parliamentary scrutiny of 
regulations exists. 

In the second reading speech, the use of the word “minor” with respect to amendments was a matter of concern.  
I note that because the other amendments are important amendments.  I suppose it is a judgment call whether or 
not they are minor.  The use of the word “minor” was not meant to pull the wool over anyone’s eyes, or 
whatever happens in those children’s tales that were alluded to, albeit quite properly, as a debating device.  
Perhaps the word “minor” should not have been used, but the measures that are dealt with in the balance of the 
Bill are considered to be appropriate.  They are included in the Bill because the organisation wishes to have 
matters tidied up.  Why not tidy them up in one Act of Parliament, even though we have dealt with the primary 
purpose of volunteers’ liability by providing legislative recognition to the various groups and bringing them 
under one umbrella?  It is still appropriate to deal with it in an Act of Parliament so that the matter can be tidied 
up.  There was no intent to do anything untoward by the use of that word. 

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  You are not really a wolf in grandmother’s clothing. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I am certainly not wearing grandmother’s clothing.   

The legislation was a long time coming.  It was requested by the State Emergency Service volunteers to formally 
recognise the volunteers and to provide them with liability protection.  The Volunteer Marine Rescue Services 
joined the Fire and Emergency Services Authority just prior to the drafting of the instructions.  Given the limited 
opportunity to amend the legislation, the opportunity was taken to include the Volunteer Marine Rescue Services 
in the legislation and to make further amendments to the fire Acts.   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson put the proposition to the House that the consequence of these two aspects is a major 
reorganisation, restructuring and redistribution of authority over volunteer services in Western Australia.  The 
Bill formalises arrangements that have been in place essentially for about the past three years.  One of the good 
aspects of our society is that irrespective of the colour of Governments, it builds on the work of previous 
Governments.  I have acknowledged the work of the previous Government in the course of my observations. 
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Hon Dee Margetts made a number of observations.  She in particular wanted matters involving increased 
penalties clarified, and raised concern about the increased authority, as she put it, that would be given to some 
local authorities under the powers of the legislation.  The level of penalty is always a matter of judgment.  
Penalties put into legislation nowadays tend to be somewhat higher than they were 10 or 20 years ago in nominal 
dollar terms.  I believe it is the proper role of the Executive to exercise its judgment and to present to Parliament 
what it considers to be an appropriate penalty.  The Parliament can then exercise its judgment by amending it or 
voting it down as the case may be, but somebody must propose a penalty and that is a judgment call. 

The only provisions in the Bill that increase the authority given to local governments to restrict or prohibit the 
lighting of fires and destruction of garden refuse or rubbish are powers sought by local governments and their 
volunteer bushfire brigades to enable them to improve community fire safety.  The legislation has therefore been 
introduced at the behest of those very active members of our community.  The relevant provisions are contained 
in proposed sections 24C to 24G.  

Hon Dee Margetts queried whether rural guidelines for fire control had been released.  I do not think that is 
contained in a clause of the Bill, but the question has been asked so, for the sake of completeness, I will give the 
information with which I have been provided.   

Hon Murray Criddle:  The only problem with that is that with a bushfire, there are no rules.  

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  There are no rules on the part of the fire. 

Hon Murray Criddle:  Exactly. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  The volunteers, however, work very well together.  There have been some awful fires 
in the electorate that Hon Derrick Tomlinson and I have the honour of serving.  The fire brigade units there do a 
fantastic job and comprise selfless people.  They are the salt of the earth, and we all know that.   

Hon Murray Criddle:  They are wonderful. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Yes, and I have no difficulty whatsoever in placing Hon Murray Criddle in that 
category.  I am aware that it is very much part of rural life, but it is also part of life in the hills.  Some parts of the 
hills are rural and others are semi-rural; ours is a very mixed electorate.  These are important issues for us. 

I will make these observations about the guidelines.  They refer to module No 3.17.  Prescribed burning 
methodologies for safe and effective burning are a training module for volunteers, which provides training, 
guidelines and a checklist for prescribed burning.  Guidelines for smoke management from burning that requires 
a permit under the Bush Fires Act 1954 have been released and have been distributed to local governments via 
the Department of Environmental Protection.  I have a recollection that I or one of my colleagues may have 
answered a question on this during the previous session of Parliament.  However, I will continue.  In addition, a 
pamphlet on managing smoke from planned burning was published and circulated in conjunction with the 
Department of Environmental Protection.  The guidelines are applicable to rural and urban bushland areas where 
local governments allow burning, and are directed to all people who wish to undertake the use of prescribed fire 
or require alternatives.  The guidelines on managing smoke from planned burning also suggest alternatives to 
burning and advise some of the things that should not be burnt.  The guidelines for smoke management from 
planned burning that requires a permit under the Bush Fires Act 1954, as well as covering the prescribed use of 
fire, also advise what should not be burnt and the legislation that covers this area.  Those were the matters of 
substance raised by Hon Dee Margetts.  I commend the Bill to the House. 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time. 

Committee 

The Chairman of Committees (Hon George Cash) in the Chair; Hon Nick Griffiths (Minister for Racing and 
Gaming) in charge of the Bill. 

Clause 1:  Short title - 

Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  The Western Australian Ambulance Volunteers Association is not covered by this 
Bill.  It has expressed some interest in being involved in the legislation.  Has it been consulted? 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I am advised that the Ambulance Volunteers Association does not fall within the 
emergency services portfolio.  In that context, I am advised that it was not consulted by that part of the public 
sector that deals with fire and emergency services.  I note what the member has said.  I understand that the 
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Minister for Police and Emergency Services has been made aware of that concern, and that is an issue that the 
Government should take on board.   

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  I thank the minister for his response to the matters that I raised during the 
second reading debate.  The point that I was trying to make - perhaps not very eloquently - was that the second 
reading speech as presented by the minister does not quite reflect the matters that are contained in the Bill.  Had 
the second reading speech given the sort of information that the minister has given in his response to the second 
reading speech, we probably could have avoided the committee stage of the Bill.  However, I thank the minister 
for his comprehensive response. 

The question that still needs to be teased out is the question that Hon Jim Scott raised by way of interjection; 
namely, who is liable.  The second reading speech states that the intent of the Bill is to provide legislative 
recognition and protection from liability for fire and emergency services volunteers.  The minister in his answer 
referred to section 37 of the Fire and Emergency Services Authority of Western Australia Act, which is headed 
“Protection from liability”.  We need to refer also to section 5, which states -  

The Authority is an agent of the Crown and enjoys the status, immunities and privileges of the Crown.   

I am not sure how far we can extend that; perhaps we can explore that at another time.  Clearly by the operation 
of sections 5 and 37 not only is the authority protected from liability but also under section 37(3) the Crown and 
the authority, a local government and any other person are relieved of any civil liability.  That still leaves the 
question of who is liable.  If any damage, loss or injury to property results from anything done, in good faith, in 
the performance of a function under this Act, no liability is attached to that. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  No-one is liable in the sense that someone could be sued successfully for damages. 

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  Criminal liability is a possibility, but I understand that will lead to restitution 
but not damages.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  The protection from liability does not extend to criminal activity.  A person who had 
committed a criminal act would not have the protection that is afforded under this Bill and could, therefore, be 
dealt with pursuant to the criminal law and also pursuant to the civil law and could be sued for damages.   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  Can the minister explain the difference between what may be claimable under the 
criminal law and under the civil law in terms of restitution versus damages?   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  A person who is aggrieved can claim damages under the civil law.  I take the question 
to be what remedies are open to that person to achieve something through the processes of the criminal law 
compared with through the processes of the civil law.  Depending on the circumstances, under the criminal law, 
orders can be made for restitution of property.  An aggrieved person can also make an application under the 
Criminal Injuries Compensation Act.  Under the civil law, a claim can be made for damage to property or for 
damages for personal injury.   

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  I thank the minister for that answer.  That satisfies me.  The minister has said 
that a person who has suffered damage may make a claim through his insurance for that damage, otherwise no-
one will be liable at all once the Bill is passed.  I guess this matter should have been dealt with when we debated 
the parent Act, but I have a question about section 37(5) as it relates to the extension or reorganisation, or, as the 
minister puts it, the formalisation, of relationships between the Fire and Emergency Services Authority of 
Western Australia and the volunteer bush fire brigades, the sea rescue services and so on.  Section 37(5) states -  

Any damage, loss or injury to property that results from anything done, in good faith, in the 
performance or purported performance of a function under the emergency services Acts -  

that is, anything within power; anything without power is possibly criminal -  

is taken to be damage by fire within the meaning of any policy of insurance covering the property 
damaged, lost or injured, despite any clause or condition to the contrary contained in the policy.   

We now have the situation in which if in the course of fighting a fire a volunteer bush fire brigade causes 
damage, in good faith, to property, that damage is deemed to be damage to property caused by fire under section 
37(5), despite any clause or condition to the contrary contained in the policy.  Therefore, such a person will have 
no claim for damages against the bush fire brigade.  The assumption is that the owner of the property can claim 
on his fire insurance for the damage caused by the bush fire brigade, because even though it may not be fire 
damage it is deemed to be fire damage.  Is that enforceable; and, if so, how enforceable is it?  I want to relate that 
to the extension to which I referred earlier, because that protection from liability will now be extended to the 
State Emergency Service and the Volunteer Marine Rescue Services.  The State Emergency Service might have 
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to deal with storm damage, in which there is no fire, such as a tree blowing over in a storm onto a house and 
destroying the house.  A house in Canning Road, Kalamunda has had a tree sitting on it for 12 months now 
because there is a dispute about who is liable.  Another example is a person who takes his cruiser out fishing 
somewhere on the other side of Rottnest Island and gets into some strife.  The Volunteer Marine Rescue Services 
from, say, Whitfords - not Fremantle or Rockingham, because they are exempt from this Bill - goes out to deal 
with the boat and scuttles it.  It is necessary to scuttle the boat because the unit rescued the people and it is now a 
marine hazard.  Is that deemed to be fire under section 37(5) of the Act?  Is it claimable under the person’s 
insurance policy because the action of the Volunteer Marine Rescue Services, done in good faith, is protected 
from liability?  Although I understand the intent of protecting the volunteers, the volunteer organisations and the 
Fire and Emergency Services Authority of WA from liability, nobody is liable except the insurance company, 
under section 37(5), if it is deemed to be fire.  However, by the extension to include the SES and the VMRS, we 
have brought in other possible damage for which nobody is liable but which is not fire and could never be 
deemed to be fire.  Is it enforceable and to what extent is section 37 extended to cover other emergencies?   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  The answer is yes, it is enforceable.  The effect is that the insurance company is not 
voided by virtue of the operation that is set out in section 37(5); that is, something which is done in good faith in 
the performance or the purported performance of a function under the emergency services Acts.  The word is 
fire, but the advice I have received is that it is an expansion of the non-voidability of the relevant insurance 
policies for an action that is carried out in good faith in the performance or the purported performance of a 
function, such as in the example given by the member.  In the performance of a function in the member’s 
example of a boating incident, yes, the person who had the insurable interest and who was insured would be able 
to seek redress from his insurance company, as the subsection indicates.  When I used the word “liable”, I used it 
in a particular sense, not in this sense.  It would be a contractual liability.  Notwithstanding the wording of the 
contract, it prevents that part of the contract from being voided by the actions of the volunteer or someone else - 
it need not necessarily be a volunteer - who carries out the action in good faith in pursuit of the functions set out 
in section 37(5).  

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  I thank the minister for his explanation.  This question has been thrust in front 
of me.  I think the answer is self-evident, but I will ask the question so that the answer can be put on the record.  
What happens if the owner of the property is not insured?   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  The person would not get any money or recompense unless somebody volunteered to 
give him that.  

Hon PADDY EMBRY:  I am not 100 per cent sure whether my question is applicable to this clause, so I ask for 
your guidance, Mr Chairman.  I will relate the case of a constituent who came to me with a problem.  As a 
volunteer fire brigade member he attended a fire in his district.  In the course of his action, and while using a 
chainsaw, part of a tree fell on him and he suffered severe back injuries - three broken vertebrae if my memory 
serves me correctly.  He was hospitalised for quite some time.  He was apparently awarded workers 
compensation.  He needed to employ people to do the work on his farm that he was unable to do.  When he 
reached, I think, his 70th birthday - I may stand corrected on that - he then fell outside the age at which 
compensation is paid.  All of a sudden his payments stopped.  This is a little district that is surrounded by tree 
plantations.  The few surviving farmers are all elderly.  Some of them are about 80 years old.  Hon Bill Stretch 
would probably be able to correct me.  I realise that that is not his age group.  In all seriousness, will people of 
the more aged variety be covered under this new legislation?  

The CHAIRMAN:  Hon Paddy Embry asked whether this is the appropriate stage of the Bill to ask the question.  
The minister has been dealing with liability, so I will leave it to the minister to answer the question at this stage.  

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I am advised that this legislation does not alter arrangements for workers 
compensation that are currently in existence for bushfires and the like.  

Hon PADDY EMBRY:  As a supplementary request, will the Government look at this situation, because it is a 
very real problem.  It is all very well to say that people of a certain age group will not be covered, but when the 
smoke goes up, they will go to the fire.  There is no alternative in this area - there is no-one else.  There is a great 
lack of insurance coverage for these people.   
Hon PETER FOSS:  I felt constrained to join this debate because I was listening to it take place.  The question 
asked by Hon Derrick Tomlinson and answered by the minister fascinated me because it relates to the 
redefinition of the term - I hope I can have the minister’s attention. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  I am listening to you.  I do not know why you asked whether you could have my attention. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  The minister did not appear to be listening. 
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Hon Nick Griffiths:  I endeavour to provide appropriate attention. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  Section 37(5) of the Fire and Emergency Services Authority of Western Australia Act will 
be affected by the change in definition.  Section 37(5), as Hon Derrick Tomlinson pointed out, states - 

Any damage, loss or injury to property that results from anything done, in good faith, in the 
performance or purported performance of a function under the emergency services Acts is taken to be 
damage by fire within the meaning of any policy of insurance covering the property damaged . . .  

That is fine when one is dealing with activities of the Fire and Emergency Services Authority because it would 
have some relationship to fire.  I suppose it follows that if that authority is trying to prevent a fire, any damage it 
does in preventing that fire could be reasonably covered under a fire insurance policy because the authority 
prevented a loss by fire.  For example, there was a massive fire on my property, which I think had a 70 kilometre 
front.  The Fire and Emergency Services Authority cut every fence on my property and bulldozed everything out 
of the way.  However, it stopped the fire.  It did enormous amounts of damage but I did not complain.  In fact, I 
thought it did a very good thing because only half of my property was burnt out and the people on the other side 
of me did not get burnt out at all.  It was a reasonable thing to do and I could see that any damage would be 
recovered under my fire insurance policy. 

The example given by Hon Derrick Tomlinson caused my mind to boggle a bit.  What if there were a fire on a 
boat and what if the boat were covered against a number of marine risks but not fire?  If the boat were left to 
sink, it could be recovered under insurance but because of this Bill, it is deemed to be fire and cannot be 
recovered.  What if it is, in fact, an exclusion or not covered, bearing in mind that marine insurance does not 
come under the same Act as all other forms of insurance?  The other day I proclaimed total ignorance in an area 
of the law; however, this is an area of law in which I have some expertise. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  Would you remind me of that area? 

Hon PETER FOSS:  Not this one. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  What was the area? 

Hon PETER FOSS:  Criminal law.  I know something about this area of the law; in fact, I can claim a degree of 
expertise in it.  Insurance law, in particular marine insurance and maritime law, was a part of my practice.  I 
therefore know a little about this area of law and I want to point out a couple of matters to the minister.  
Although a new commonwealth Act will clarify the law and will deal with this issue, I am concerned that the Bill 
is going into an area of insurance that is comprehensively covered by non-marine insurance under the 
commonwealth Insurance Contracts Act.  Our capacity therefore to go as far as this Bill goes is somewhat 
surprising.  Let us presume that there is legislative competence to do so.  It concerns me that we may very well 
have considerable competence in the area of marine insurance but this Bill might not be competent in any area 
except marine insurance.  It will be fascinating to see the result of this issue.  I do not believe we can change the 
definition, which worked very well when dealing with fire, to say that a loss at sea will be covered if the vessel 
is, in fact, as Hon Derrick Tomlinson was told, purposely sunk by somebody else operating under another 
emergency Act.  If that is deemed to be a loss by fire, we will have a problem.  Section 37(5) of the Act states 
that it is taken to be damage by fire within the meaning of any policy of insurance.  This Bill does not only deal 
with fire and emergency services but also with insurance.  The amendment to section 3 of the Act envisaged by 
clause 4 of the Bill would therefore state that FESA’s activities means - 

(a) the prevention, control and extinguishment of fires; 

(b) the prevention and control of other incidents; 

(c) the provision of emergency services in relation to incidents; 

(d) the protection and saving of life and property endangered by incidents; 

(e) the promotion of the safety of life and property from incidents; 

(f) the rendering safe of the sites of incidents; 

(g) the carrying out of - 

(i) rescue operations; 

(ii) search and rescue operations; 

(iii) marine search and rescue operations; 

(iv) assistance operations; 

(v) monitoring activities; 
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The definition of incident in clause 4 is - 

(a) a fire 

(b) a hazardous material incident; 

(c) a natural disaster; or 

(d) an accident or other event that may require the carrying out of - 

(i) a rescue operation; 

(ii) a search and rescue operation; 

(iii) a marine search and rescue operation; 

(iv) an assistance operation; 

(v) a monitoring activity; 

Another fascinating aspect is that although people insure against fire, they tend to carry a number of separate 
marine insurance policies.  People tend to have three or four policies of insurance on a hull.  What about the 
cargo?  Only some parts are covered by insurance.  With this Bill, we are putting it everywhere and different 
insurers may suddenly find they have to pay.  This will create a really interesting consequence.  In fact, I think 
the Bill is trying to say that it will still be covered, notwithstanding that another type of loss is covered by the 
insurance policy attaching to a property, which loss might have occurred but for the activities of the emergency 
services people.  Strangely enough, I think that is the law at sea anyway. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I take the point and am obliged to Hon Peter Foss for raising it.  In the first instance, it 
is appropriate that further advice be sought if Hon Peter Foss is correct, as I suspect he is.  I acknowledge his 
knowledge of maritime law and I will see whether this clause can be amended appropriately so that this 
unintended consequence does not occur. 

To that effect, Mr Chairman, when we get to that stage in Committee, I propose to move that consideration of 
clause 13 be postponed with a view to proceeding through the Committee.  When the Committee gets to the 
stage of reporting progress and seeking leave to sit again, I propose to go back into Committee tomorrow, if we 
get that far, to subsequently deal with the clause.  I am grateful to Hon Peter Foss for what he said. 

Hon Peter Foss:  Clause 9 is also possibly relevant.  The problem really comes from the definition, not the 
clause. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  To make sure we get it right, I propose to postpone clause 9 also.  This is a serious 
business; it is a bipartisan measure.  We want to provide good measures, but we do not want any bad, unintended 
consequences.  I thank the member for his contribution.  

Hon PETER FOSS:  I am pleased that the minister has accepted that point.  The problem is that we do not know 
what insurance arrangements a person might have.  

Hon Nick Griffiths:  We never can.  

Hon PETER FOSS:  We never can predict precisely what the insurance arrangements will be and what risks 
might have been excluded or shifted between insurers.  We must have a system in place that more closely relates 
to the types of risks that are being avoided or protected, or we must find some other way to deal with the interest 
that is being protected.  There might be a constitutional issue about whether the legislation could purport to 
extend to an ocean-going ship in Fremantle.  If an ocean-going ship caught fire in Fremantle, the State would 
certainly have responsibility - although tidal waters control the port of Fremantle, so that example might be 
debatable.  That would be an area whereby the State would probably have the legislative capacity to operate.  If a 
ship caught fire, it probably would not be a problem here because, were the accident deemed to have been caused 
by fire, it would not create a problem with regard to the insurance.  A better example might be a ship that was 
cast adrift and was bearing down on other ships in the harbour and the emergency services personnel prevented it 
from crashing into them; that incident would possibly come under collision damage.  We may very well find that 
people have separate collision damage insurance.   

Another area of considerable concern is the matter of average.  The maritime law deals with losses suffered by a 
ship that falls unfairly on one particular interest.  Nearly everything on ships is divided into the three interests of 
cargo, freight and hull.  For example, to save a ship, the cargo might be thrown overboard or if the hull were 
saved, the cargo could be lost.  In that event, there would definitely be a declaration of average.  It would be 
interesting to know what the effect would be in that case were that type of damage declared.  Certain types of 
damage give rise to either a maritime or statutory lien.  To some extent, that has disappeared due to the new 
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Admiralty Act.  That Act got rid of the distinctions that used to occur under the old maritime law.  There are 
problems with that area.  We could not overrule the Commonwealth on that, but I think it must be kept in mind.   

The CHAIRMAN:  I understand the member is trying to be helpful to the minister on some of the marine and 
admiralty law.  The minister has said that he will take some advice in that area.  

Hon Peter Foss:  I am giving it to him.   

The CHAIRMAN:  He certainly was getting some advice.  However, I want to proceed with clause 1 because we 
can make progress on the Bill notwithstanding that we might have to report progress or at least defer a particular 
clause.  

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  I commend the minister on his decision to seek some advice when we get to 
that clause.   

I include two points about the advice that might be sought.  Hon Peter Foss alluded to the first matter when he 
said that insurance law might relate to commonwealth law.  I assume that that is the case.  That raises the 
question of whether by state legislation, for example, under section 37(5) of the Bush Fires Act, we can take 
action under state law that will impinge on the commonwealth law.  I refer to the deeming of damage caused by 
the actions of a volunteer brigade being deemed to be as a result of fire.  If I may paraphrase the minister, a 
person could therefore make a claim for fire damage under an insurance policy.  I raise these issues so that if 
advice is needed, we might as well get it all at once.  

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I think I can answer the first question.  Although the Commonwealth has the power to 
deal with insurance, the State also has powers over insurance.  The State can legislate, but it will not be as 
successful legislating for insurance as the Commonwealth because the Commonwealth has covered the field to 
the extent that it prevails when there is an inconsistency between the commonwealth and state law.  The State 
has the capacity to deal with many areas that the Constitution says the Commonwealth can legislate for.  

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  From what the minister has said, I assume that there are conjoint powers, in 
which case if there is a conflict between the state and commonwealth law, the commonwealth law would prevail, 
otherwise the status quo would prevail.  

My second question relates to civil and criminal liability.  In answer to my earlier question, the minister made 
the point that in the case of criminal liability, any order by the court could extend as far as restitution but not to 
damages.  However, it would be open to a person to apply for compensation under the Criminal Injuries 
Compensation Act.  Have I correctly represented what the minister said?  
Hon Nick Griffiths:  That is true with regard to the criminal law, but a person would still be able to sue under the 
civil law.  
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  I will tease out this issue.  Unfortunately, some members of volunteer fire 
brigades, whether they are bush fire brigades or others, have an enthusiasm for fire.  Therefore, they deliberately 
light fires so that they can fight them.  One unfortunate circumstance occurred recently at the Byford Volunteer 
Fire Brigade when a member lit a fire and joined the volunteers to fight it.  One of the volunteers lost his life 
fighting that fire.  The person who lit the fire was subsequently charged, convicted and imprisoned for that 
criminal act.  In that case, following the argument put by the minister, a claim might have been possible under 
the criminal injuries provision for some compensation for the aggrieved parents or whoever it might be.  That is 
a simple case of the application of the criminal injuries provision to a criminal act of lighting a fire.  
Let us suppose the situation in which the firefighter lit the fire that Hon Peter Foss referred to and, in the course 
of fighting that fire, fences had to be destroyed, not by the fire per se but by the firefighters in fighting the fire.  
Let us say that the firefighters who in fighting the fire have destroyed the fence are not liable under section 37(5) 
of the Act.  If Hon Peter Foss does not have insurance on his property, he has no source of recompense.  
However, if the person who lit the fire is subsequently charged, is that person still exempt under section 37(5), is 
the fire brigade exempt under 37(5), or is there any liability under 37(5), and is there, in fact, capacity for 
criminal injuries compensation when the act of damaging property results from a criminal act in the first 
instance?  
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I do not have the Criminal Injuries Compensation Act in front of me, so I will not 
comment on the operations of that Act over and above what I have said.  With regard to this Bill, the person who 
has committed an act that Hon Derrick Tomlinson describes as criminal can be pursued.  The actions of others, 
which are covered by the words of section 37 in terms of good faith and acting pursuant to the performance of 
their function, are protected.  That includes FESA, because the authority is not party to the criminal act.  The 
person who commits the criminal act is outside those matters, which is consistent with what I said earlier. 
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Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  Section 37(5) deems that the action of destroying property in good faith is 
protected from liability under civil action, but not from compensation following a criminal act.  
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I do not want the honourable member to be misled.  The criminal would be the target.  
It may be that a fire has occurred as a result of a criminal act which necessitates firefighters to be involved in 
putting out a fire and damaging property.  They are acting in good faith, so of course they will be exempt from 
liability, as would the authority.  The criminal is not being protected; the proper operations of the authority and 
the volunteers are.  
Hon PETER FOSS:  That is an interesting point.  I might go back to the question that is raised by section 37(5) 
because everything seems to lead back there.  Fire is an interesting example in looking at how section 37(5) 
works.  A person who has an exemption of arson in their insurance policy would not be covered for an 
intentional fire.  The question then is whether FESA responded to a fire resulting from arson - often it is 
responding to arson, especially around Perth in summer.  Section 37(5) refers to a loss that occurs as a result of 
other activities that are deemed to be caused by fire.  The interesting question is whether that means “fire” or 
“arson”.  In other words, does it break the causal link between arson and unintentional fire?  For example, if we 
were to broaden section 37(5) to pick up other forms of incident so that it may not be appropriate to say it was 
caused by fire and compared it with an incident - as is proposed - in which we responded to a ship that has 
started to leak and sink, we could not say that was damage by fire; it would not make much sense.  If it was said 
to be caused by the incident, which is one possible drafting the minister might look at - for instance, talking 
about a fire caused by the incident to which FESA is responding -  

Hon Nick Griffiths:  I have said section 37(5) will be looked at.  

Hon PETER FOSS:  I raise it now because it has come up in the same context that Hon Derrick Tomlinson has 
referred to; that is, if it is changed to being the “incident”, the question is whether that has any impact on what is 
currently contained in section 37(5) in which it is deemed to be fire and whether current section 37(5) breaks any 
causal action between arson and fire.  In the course of making that amendment, I would like the minister to 
consider what effect it will have on insurance policies in which there is a distinction between damage and 
malicious damage.   

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed.   

Clause 4:  Section 3 amended - 
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I move - 

Page 4, after line 13 - To insert the following definition - 

“FESA Unit” means a group of persons approved by the Authority under section 18M; 

I am advised that the definition was omitted from the Bill through an oversight.  The inclusion of the definition is 
considered necessary to ensure that other provisions in the Bill relating to FESA units are enabled.  I note that 
when things are excluded by oversight, it is nice to have two Houses of Parliament.  

Amendment put and passed. 
Hon PETER FOSS:  I am interested in the definition of “incident” in particular in paragraph (d).  I do not have a 
major problem with it, but I am interested in the fact that subparagraphs (i) to (v) only qualify paragraph (d), 
which I think is intentional.  Therefore, an incident if it is a fire or hazardous material incident or natural disaster 
will ipso facto be an incident even though it does not necessitate any of the operations that follow in (d).  I take it 
that is correct, although it is hard to think why the Act would be written to deal with incidents that do not 
necessitate that.  However, those first three incidents obviously distinguish an ordinary incident from some other 
incident.  If two cars bump into each other and they just dent the bumper bar, that is not an incident so far as this 
legislation is concerned.  It must be an incident that is sufficiently important to lead to one of those things 
occurring, whereas fires, hazardous materials incidents and natural disasters do not.  On the other hand, of 
course, the definition of “natural disaster” is an interesting one.  It means a flood, cyclone or other storm - we are 
moving a little down the line of emergencies, so a storm can be a natural disaster and therefore it is an incident - 
earthquake - we are heading back up again - tsunami or other prescribed event.  That sounds like a fairly 
comprehensive definition of the sorts of natural disasters that occur.  Could it perhaps extend to something like a 
plague?   
Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  What? 

Hon PETER FOSS:  I think a plague is a natural disaster. 

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  Yes, a plague on both your houses. 
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Hon Nick Griffiths:  On this House as well as on the other House. 
Hon PETER FOSS:  A plague on the other House is probably the better one.  If it is to be read ejusdem generis, I 
believe most of the field has been covered.  If it has not, how wide can we go, and is it intended that things such 
as plague be covered?  I do not think it would extend to an atom bomb.  It would be stretching it to say that that 
was a natural disaster.  I am curious to know what other prescribed events might come under that.   
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  A landslide not caused by an earthquake might come under that. 
Hon Peter Foss:  Therefore, you would read it ejusdem generis. 
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Yes, I would, but I do not think it would extend to a plague.   
Hon Peter Foss:  Or Martians. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  The example of a landslide comes to mind.  I do not think it should be a matter of 
concern. 
Hon PETER FOSS:  The minister believes that it would be read ejusdem generis, and it would be only for things 
of a similar nature that normally do not occur in Western Australia.  If they do happen in Western Australia, one 
would be able to pick them up through this.  I suppose an example of that would be the Gracetown disaster, 
although that would fit under paragraph (d), which would be an accident that may require the carrying out of a 
rescue operation.  Even a landslide would fall under paragraph (d), would it not? 
Hon Nick Griffiths:  It might or might not.  This provision makes it clear.   
Clause, as amended, put and passed. 
Clause 5:  Section 6 amended - 
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  I indicated in the second reading debate that there was an aspect of clause 5 on 
which I would seek clarification in the committee stage, and that is the extension of the membership to include, 
in clause 5, proposed paragraph (cd), which states - 

one person who, in the Minister’s opinion, represents members of staff; 
In his response, the minister indicated that this formalises what has been practised for two years, I think.  
Members of the Fire and Emergency Services Authority staff have had representation since -  
Hon Nick Griffiths:  I am advised that they have had representation since on or about 1 January 1999. 
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  Yes.  That is two or three years.  Therefore, this is formalisation of the practice 
that has occurred in the past.  That has been possible because section 6(1)(f) in the parent Act provides that the 
authority is to have a board of management that consists of not more than one other member.  I guess that 
flexibility has been exercised by making that one other member a member of the FESA staff. 
My question relates to the appointment of that person.  I looked at the regulations this afternoon.  Unfortunately, 
I did not have a printer so I was not able to download them.  However, my recollection is that section 22 of the 
Act defines the chairmen of the committees, and that is now being extended to include the Volunteer Marine 
Rescue Services groups and the State Emergency Service units.  The existing section 22 relates to fire brigades, 
bush fire brigades and so on.  The appointment of those members by the minister under the existing regulation 
requires that three names be forwarded and that the minister choose from the three names.  We are yet to see 
how the regulations will be amended to accommodate the changes in section 6(1) to extend it to the SES units 
and the VMRS groups.  I assume the same practice will be followed, because it is an eminently sensible practice 
that three names be forwarded and that the minister select from the three names.  It is quite clear how the three 
names of the representatives of the private fire brigades or volunteer fire brigades, the bush fire brigades, the 
SES units and the VMRS groups will be nominated.  However, we then come to one person who, in the 
minister’s opinion, represents members of staff.  Members of staff of FESA was the explanation given by the 
minister in his second reading response.  I think the minister said earlier that employees of FESA have had a 
position on the board since January 1999.  That is made possible under section 6(1)(f), I assume, of the parent 
Act.  Now we have not members of the FESA staff but members of staff, and one person who, in the minister’s 
opinion, represents members of staff.  We are yet to see the changes to regulations to accommodate this.  Does 
the minister anticipate that the same procedure will be followed; that is, that the minister will choose from three 
names nominated; and in the case of proposed section 6(1)(cd), from whence shall the nomination of the person 
who represents members of staff come?  
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I am advised that the method of choosing the person who in the minister’s opinion 
represents members of staff is yet to be determined. 
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  That disappoints me, because I think the procedure is admirable.  Agencies to 
be represented nominate three people and the minister chooses from the three.  That gives the notion of 
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representation some status.  It also protects the freedom of the minister to choose a person whom the minister 
thinks appropriate.   
Hon Nick Griffiths:  With respect, you are on a wrong premise.  The staff member, who has been there since 1 
January 1999, is there as an observer, which is what I said in my second reading response.  The person is not 
there as part of a formal regulatory process. 
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  The person is there as an observer, not there as part of a formal process, but that 
does not change the premise I was arguing.  I was arguing the method of nomination and selection.  I was saying 
that under the regulations, the present method of nomination and selection is admirable on two counts.  It allows 
the agencies from whom the person is chosen to nominate persons who they think are appropriate to represent 
them.  By nominating three people and allowing the minister to choose between the three, the method has the 
second admirable effect of protecting the discretion of the minister because the minister chooses from the three 
nominated persons.  On both counts it satisfies the two intentions of the Bill; that is, representation and 
ministerial choice of the most appropriate person.  I asked a question about proposed section 6(1)(cd) and the 
person who will now have a place, not as an observer but as a statutory representative on the board.  We have not 
yet seen the changes to the regulations to accommodate this.  Does the minister anticipate a change?  Let me tell 
the minister why I ask the question.  I have no problems whatsoever with an employee being represented on the 
board.  That is a personal opinion.  Some people would argue that this is the opportunity for union representation 
on the board.  Will it be the union that nominates the person, and therefore will it be a union delegate on the 
board, or will it be a person who is appointed and nominated in some way other than by union representation? 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I note what the member has said.  I did say that the matter is yet to be determined.  I 
note the regulatory power set out in section 40.  No doubt it is a matter that the member will be scrutinising with 
interest when the regulations come into being. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 6 to 8 put and passed. 

Clause 9 postponed until after consideration of clause 74, on motion by Hon Nick Griffiths (Minister for 
Racing and Gaming). 

Clauses 10 to 12 put and passed. 

Clause 13 postponed until after consideration of clause 9, on motion by Hon Nick Griffiths (Minister for 
Racing and Gaming). 

Clauses 14 to 17 put and passed. 

Clause 18:  Section 7 amended - 
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I move -  

Page 24, line 19 - To insert after “CALM” the word “Act”. 

This name change would ensure that the officer functions under the Conservation and Land Management Act 
will apply even if, as is foreshadowed in later legislation that the Government intends to introduce, the name of 
the organisation changes. 

Amendment put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clauses 19 to 23 put and passed. 

Clause 24:  Sections 24C to 24G inserted - 
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  Proposed sections 24D, 24E and 24F refer to the burning of garden refuse.  The 
minister has already explained that this is in response to requests from the public, in particular local government 
authorities, to burn garden refuse.  Most metropolitan refuse treatment facilities now mulch rather than burn 
garden refuse, and the net result is quite a big saving in sanitary landfill.  However, many rural communities 
burn rather than mulch waste, and that waste is not merely garden refuse but also putrescible waste and 
combustible material.  I have an image of a rubbish tip that I visit frequently when I am at my mother-in-law’s 
farm.  That tip is a hole gouged into the clay, into which the local community deposits garden, putrescible and 
combustible refuse of all kinds, and it is burnt daily, or at least weekly.  I can understand the concerns about 
burning garden refuse.  However, why is it restricted to garden refuse when the real threat is not what is being 
burnt but the consequences of the material being burnt and causing an unintended bushfire?  Can the minister 
explain how the burning of other refuse is dealt with?   
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Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I am advised the matter is regulated under section 25 of the Bush Fires Act 1954, 
which sets out where fires can be lit and material can be burnt.  Section 25(1) prohibits the lighting of fires in the 
open.   
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  I thank the minister.  Proposed section 24E(2) states -  

On the recommendation of the Chief Executive Officer the Minister may, by notice published in the 
Gazette, permit the burning of garden refuse at a rubbish tip during the limited burning times for the 
area in which the tip is located. 

Do the regulations to which the minister referred contain a provision that mirrors that proposed section?  
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  There is a mirror provision in section 25B of the Bush Fires Act.   
Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE:  Many local authorities make their own determination about what constitutes garden 
refuse.  Some local authorities classify trees as garden refuse.  What is the broadest concept of garden refuse?  Is 
it as determined by the local authority or is there some determination in another Act?   
Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  It is the normal natural meaning.  Garden refuse is garden refuse.  A local authority 
cannot redefine it.   
Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders.  
 


